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‘WE’ AND EMPEDOCLES’ COSMIC LOTTERY:
P. STRASB. GR. INV. 1665-1666, ENSEMBLE A

by

S. TRÉPANIER

“Soy de un país vertiginoso donde la lotería es parte principal 
de la realitad . . .”

J.L. Borges, La lotería en Babilonia

Abstract

This paper presents an alternative interpretation and reconstruction of
ensemble a from the Strasbourg papyrus of Empedocles, P. Strasb. gr. Inv.
1665-1666, � rst published by A. Martin and O. Primavesi in 1999. I claim
that Martin and Primavesi’s working hypothesis for the reconstruction of
lines a (ii) 3-17, upon which most of their individual supplements rely, is
wrong, and that the doctrinal implications they draw from it are unfounded.
Against them, I propose an alternate reconstruction of the text. If correct,
two consequences follow from my alternative. First, it presents further rea-
sons to reject a controversial variant reading revealed by the papyrus,
retained by the editors, and the “we” of my title. Second, it provides new
support for the role of chance in Empedocles’ cosmic cycle, a theme largely
ignored in modern scholarship on Empedocles.

Introduction

This paper is the philological counterpart of another study, both
of which serve the goal of re-appraising Empedocles’ cosmic cycle
in light of new evidence from the Strasbourg papyrus.1) Such a
reappraisal is required not only on account of this new evidence,
but also because Martin and Primavesi, the editors of the papyrus
(henceforth M-P), failed to appreciate the extent to which this new
material undermines or overturns previous views of the cycle, rather

1) Alain Martin & Olivier Primavesi, L’Empédocle de Strasbourg (P. Strasb. gr. Inv.
1665-1666 ): introduction, édition et commentaire, with an English Summary (Berlin/New
York 1999). S. Trépanier, Empedocles on the Ultimate Symmetry of the World, Oxford
Studies in Ancient Philosophy 24 (2003), 1-57, henceforth Ultimate Symmetry.
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386 S. TRÉPANIER

than allowing us to choose among and re� ne those views already
on oVer. In particular, I wish to show that M-P’s commitment to
a particular line of interpretation has vitiated their editorial work,
especially in their reconstruction of ensemble a, the longest new sec-
tion of text and the continuation of the fundamental fragment B17
Diels-Kranz. (Ensemble is the editors’ term for continuous passages,
the longest of which, ensemble a, contains two columns, (i) and (ii),
followed by line numbers.) Speci� cally, I will argue that M-P’s basic
working hypothesis for a (ii) 3-17, upon which most of their recon-
struction and individual supplements rely, is dubious at best, and
cannot support the doctrinal implications they seek to draw from
it. Against them, I will present an alternate reconstruction and inter-
pretation of ensemble a. If correct, my reconstruction oVers further
grounds to reject what has already proven to be the most contro-
versial editorial decision taken by M-P, the retention of a hitherto
unknown reading at a (i) 6, a (ii) 17 and c 3. More positively, I
hope to show that ignoring this new variant allows the papyrus’
genuine importance to come to light: it reveals the role of chance
in Empedocles’ conception of the cosmic cycle.

Ensemble a and fr. B17 Diels-Kranz

The identi� cation of ensemble a as the continuation of Empedocles’
fr. B17 DK is quite sound, based as it is on a � ve-line overlap with
the end of B17, M-P 159-66. Beyond the overlapping section, ensem-
ble a contributes a further 34 lines to B17’s 35 lines, thus making
of it the longest extant passage of Presocratic verse, although some
of the new lines are quite damaged. From Simplicius’ commentary
on Aristotle’s Physics, 157.25 V. Diels and the source of B17, we
know that B17 stood in the � rst book of the work Simplicius calls
the Physics, tŒ fusik‹, and now a stichometric mark on the last line
of ensemble a, a capital gamma G, meaning 300, indicates that fr. B17
+ ensemble a spanned lines 232 to 300 of that same book.2)

The extraordinary length of Simplicius’ citation—even before the
extraordinary luck of now having its continuation and absolute posi-

2) M-P 162, in their version of DK 17, rather arbitrarily do not include line 9,
inserted by Bergk, followed by Diels, Poetarum Philosophorum Fragmenta (Berlin 1901),
so that their count goes back to 233.
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tion secured—attests to its importance, which is amply con� rmed
by its content. In terms of doctrine, fragment B17 was and remains
the most important in the corpus, because it provides us with the
most extended description of Empedocles’ � rst principles and of
their interaction to form the cosmic cycle. Further still, Empedocles’
insistence in these lines on the more basic entities of his system, as
well as his consistent use of simple terms in naming them, cf. B17.18-
20, as opposed to his tendency elsewhere to vary their names, or
identify them with traditional divinities, clearly gives the passage an
introductory or programmatic � avor. Of course, since these lines
occurred more than two hundred lines into the poem, they cannot
be from the opening of the poem, as was sometimes thought on
the basis of a remark by Simplicius, in Ph. 161.21 Diels. Instead,
they must mark the beginning of a doctrinal section, perhaps the
doctrinal section of the poem, following what will have then been
a rather long proem, at 200 plus lines.3)

The new material falls at least into two, or as M-P have it, three,
sections. The clearest break occurs at lines a (ii) 21-30, where
Empedocles takes nine whole lines to signal an important transi-
tion, and announces to the disciple that, among other, things he
will demonstrate to him what he calls ‘the coming together and
development of life’, jænodñn te di‹ptujÛn te gen¡ylhw. Before that,
however, M-P also propose to recognize a second break at a (ii) 3.
On their reconstruction, Empedocles pursued the general exposi-
tion of the cosmic cycle begun in fr. B17 DK only down to line a
(ii) 2, and then, in lines a (ii) 3 to a (ii) 17, gave an account of
the reign of Strife, that phase of the cycle when the elements sep-
arate from one another. Only after that, according to M-P, would
he have turned to describing ‘the coming together and development
of life’. On my reading of this material, this second section on Strife

3) This new information has important repercussions for the debate on the
reconstruction of the Empedoclean corpus, in particular the debate over the num-
ber of his main works, where scholarly opinion is sharply divided between two
options. The traditional view, as in DK, is that the corpus should be divided
between two poems, The Physics and The Puri�cations, while recent challenges have
argued for the existence of only one original work. The question is complex, and
need not be addressed here. I will deal with it at length in Empedocles: An Interpretation,
forthcoming, by Routledge. 
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is an artifact of the editors’ own invention. As I will try to show,
better sense can be had from the passage by positing that the gen-
eral presentation of the system begun in fr. B17 DK simply con-
tinued all the way down to a (ii) 21. Thus, against M-P, I recognize
only one major division over the whole of fr. B17 DK + ensemble a,
that beginning at a (ii) 21.4)

The three thêtas

Before I can begin, however, and in order to complete this intro-
duction, I must refer to a debate that is closely related to my own
concerns here and which, even at this early stage of the discussion,
has already attracted a fair deal of attention. The issue is that of
the ‘three thêtas’.5)

Perhaps the single most controversial decision taken by M-P in
their edition is the adoption of the two or three thêtas in what I
will call the ‘uni� cation formula’. This formula is a recurring poetic
phrase in Empedocles, one of a number minted by Empedocles
himself in a creative re-use of the stock phrases he inherited from
the epic tradition. It occurs most conspicuously in fragments B17
and 26, where Empedocles deploys it as part of a wider poetic
motif, one that embodies his central philosophical theme, the alter-
nation of ‘One’ and ‘Many’. This philosophical theme is most com-
monly articulated in the form of an AB motif. The motif itself
consists of a contrast between (A) a process of uni� cation, associ-
ated with unity or ‘One’ and (B) a process of separation, leading
to ‘Many’, or plurality.6) Most often, the motif contrasts them over
two paired lines, symmetrically opposing the uni� cation formula (A)

4) Shorter articulations, marked by a direct address to the disciple, occur at
B17.14, 17.21 and 17.26. For similar general criticisms of M-P on this point, see
A. Laks, A propos du nouvel Empédocle: les vers 267-290 du poème étayent-ils l’hypothèse
d’une double cosmogonie? Hyperboreus 5 (1999), 15-21, and my Ultimate Symmetry, 
33-6.

5) My remarks here overlap closely with my presentation of the same problem
in Ultimate Symmetry, 1-4.

6) For these motifs, see D.W. Graham, Symmetry in the Empedoclean Cycle, CQ 38
(1988), 297-312 and my own The Structure of Empedocles’ Fragment 17, Essays in
Philosophy, I.1, 1-22, available online at http://humboldt.edu/~essays/archives.html.
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in the � rst line with the separation formula (B) in the second. In
the (A) portion of the motif, Empedocles nearly always uses sun¡rxo-
mai to describe the process of uni� cation, as at fr. B17.7-8:

�llote m¢n Filñthti sunerxñmenƒ eÞw ©n ‘panta
�llote dƒ  aï dÛxƒ  §kasta foreæmena NeÛkeow ¦xyei.

The new reading, while it keeps the same verb in the same posi-
tion, presents a variant, in two, or arguably three, instances of the
(A) portion of the motif: a (i) 6, c 3, and a (ii) 17. In those three
instances, instead of the neuter plural participle, the only known
form throughout the entire indirect textual tradition, the copyist
wrote a y instead of a n at the end of the verb, so that instead of
the neuter plural participle ‘coming together’ the lines have a � rst
person plural ‘we come together’. Thus, ignoring for now the full
restoration of these lines, we have:

a (i) 6 [ sunerxñ]meyƒ eÞw §na kñsmon
a (ii) 17 [ ] ..mes‹touw !t [. . . . e] !rxñmeyƒ ©n .m[ñnon eänai.]
c 3 [ sun]erxñmeyƒ e Þw ©n ‘panta

But at lines a (i) 6 and c 3, a second hand, perhaps of the owner
of the manuscript or the dioryvt®w, the ancient copy-editor, cor-
rected the thêtas back to a nu, turning the verb into the participial
form already familiar from the indirect tradition.7) Presented with
the choice, M-P retain the copyist’s text, over that of the correc-
tor, i.e. they think the ‘we’ is the original text. In their view, the
variant is too systematic to indicate the possibility of a random
error.8) As for a (ii) 17, which was not the object of a correction,
M-P restore the verb with an eÞs- rather than a sun- pre� x, to the
imperfect eÞsh]rxñmey(a), ‘we were coming together to’. That is
because they refuse even to entertain the possibility that it was an
instance of the uni� cation formula.

7) In a (i) 6, the correction is unmistakable, whereas in c 3, the papyrus is too
damaged to reveal the actual letter, but the traces of a correction above the still
legible u indicate the summits of two vertical lines, suitable for a N or H. For c 3,
see M-P 142 and plate V.

8) 91: “Nous excluons en tout cas que les formes de la 1e personne du pluriel
puissent résulter, par une extraordinaire coïncidence, de trois fautes survenues de
manière indépendante dans le texte . . .”
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Although not without its supporters, the decision has already
attracted a fair amount of criticism.9) My own view, arrived at inde-
pendently of studies since published, puts me squarely among the
dissenters.10) Yet since others have already put into print strong
grounds to reject the ‘we’, I see no need to reformulate all them
here, and will concentrate instead on the construction of an alter-
native text. To be sure, one way of testing the three thêtas reading
is to consider whether, when we do consider this new material with-
out the “we”, this produces a better text. On this point, at least as
far as ensemble a is concerned, I hope that the contrast in � nal results
will speak for itself.

1. The reign of Strife

In order not to seem to prejudge the matter, and so as better to
let the reader test for him or herself the worth of M-P’s interpre-
tation, I begin with a preliminary survey of the evidence for the
reign of Strife, that phase of the cycle which M-P claim to � nd
described in lines a (ii) 3 through 17.

Unlike the Sphairos, the uni� cation of all things under Love, we
do not know if Empedocles had a name for that phase of the cos-
mic cycle which Simplicius terms ² ¤pikr‹teia toè NeÛkouw, and I
will call the reign of Strife. This may be because Empedocles did
not conceive of it as a phase per se, as suggested by O’Brien in

9) In support of the ‘we’ there is B. Inwood, CR 50 (2000), 5-7, and A. Laks,
Reading the Readings: On the First Person Plurals in the Strasburg Empedocles, in: V. Caston
& D.W. Graham (eds.), Presocratic Philosophy: Essays in Honour of Alexander Mourelatos,
(Aldershot 2002), 127-37. Laks, who takes into account some of the � rst criticisms
addressed at M-P, defends the variant readings as variants, to be decided by philo-
logical criteria on a case-by-case basis, but is quite critical of the doctrinal impli-
cations of the ‘we’ championed by M-P. Because Laks’ study was only available
to me at an advanced stage in the writing of this work, I will con� ne my remarks
on his contribution to the footnotes of the relevant sections below. Other reviews
include M. Gemelli Marciano, in Gnomon 72 (2000), 389-400, who does not take
a side, while C. Osborne in Recycling is quite skeptical, esp. 344-9, as is S. Mace,
CW 95 (2002), 195-7. Finally, J. Mansfeld & K. Algra, Three Thêtas in the ‘Empédocle
de Strasbourg’, Mnemosyne 54 (2001), 78-84, � atly reject them, 81: “And the Ys in
the papyrus fragment discussed above are simply wrong. The slightly bizarre inter-
pretation based on them may be abandoned.”

10) See my abstract in the abstract book of the American Philological Association
131st Annual Meeting (Dallas, December 27-30 1999), page 97.
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Empedocles’ Cosmic Cycle (Cambridge 1969), henceforth ECC, 55-9,
who proposes that the complete sway of Strife last but an instant.11)
Then again, perhaps the chaotic nature of Strife’s reign may have
rendered it indescribable in positive terms, as being without de� nite
or regular features.12) This is certainly suggested of it by Plutarch’s
terms �kosmÛan kaÜ plhmm¡leian, whose dialogue On the Face in the
Moon provides us with our only speci� c evidence for this phase of
the cycle. Although the passage incorporates anachronistic termi-
nology, much of it is clearly meant as a paraphrase of Empedocles,
so that it is worth quoting at length. The passage in question, 926d-f,
is part of a rebuttal to an interlocutor advancing the physical doc-
trine of natural places:

. . . so that look here and consider, my dear fellow, lest placing and
leading each thing back to where it ‘belongs by nature’, you do not
philosophize a dissolution of the world, and drive Empedocles’ Strife
into matters, or better still, you set the ancient Titans against nature,
along with the Giants, and wish to see that legendary and frightful
chaos and dissonance, setting all the heavy and the light apart

when neither is seen the shining form of the sun,
nor the shaggy might of the earth, nor the sea

as Empedocles says, and earth does not contain any warmth, nor
water air, no upper regions heavy substances, nor lower light ones.
But unmixed and without Love and solitary [are then] the � rst prin-
ciples of the world, not wanting to enter into mixture or form a com-
munity with each other, but � eeing and turning away and carried
along on particular and self-willed motions . . .13)

The passage and fragment have given rise to various interpreta-
tions. The similarity of the fragment to the description of the Sphairos

11) Although O’Brien’s work remains the most detailed reconstruction of
Empedocles’ doctrine of the cosmic cycle, M-P’s interpretation of the cycle strikes
me as too narrowly dependent upon that single work. For a similar verdict, see
C. Osborne, Rummaging in the Recycling Bins of Upper Egypt, Oxford Studies in Ancient
Philosophy 18 (2000), 329-56, esp. 336-7. It should be clear, however, that my
argument here is not so much about the merit of O’Brien’s reconstruction, but
rather concerns the use M-P make of it to explain what is going on in ensemble a
(ii) 3-17.

12) So W. Kranz, Empedokles. Antike Gestalt und romantische Neuschöpfung (Zurich
1949), 354 note 45.

13) Ësyƒ ÷ra kaÜ skñpei, daimñnie, m¯ meyistŒw kaÜ �p‹gvn §kaston, ÷pou p¡fuken
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resulted at one time in their being identi� ed as a single fragment,
as in fr. B27 DK. Today, most scholars recognize them as sepa-
rate descriptions of an a-cosmic phase, a time when the familiar
ordering of the world applies no more.14) As such, it is somewhat
puzzling to � nd Empedocles denying the perceptible aspect of the
great masses in terms so close to that of the Sphairos; if anything,
one should expect the elements to be all the more separate and
distinct under Strife. The fragment then tells us little more than
that, under absolute Strife, the furniture of the world is otherwise
arrayed than in the cosmic phases, and we are consequently forced
to rely upon Plutarch’s testimonium to � ll in the details. But there
as well these are not all that forthcoming.

On the one hand, the last section in particular leaves us with a
strong impression of violent and disorderly motion, not inappro-
priate for the rule of Strife. Such a characterization of Strife’s rule,
as a sort of chaos, I will label the tohu-bohu interpretation, after
Tannery who � rst championed it over a century ago.15) At the same
time, instead of out and out disorder and chaos, the concept of
natural places, although attacked here, perhaps hints at something
more regular. As Aristotle points out at Metaphysics 985a23-7, the
separation of the elements is also a uni� cation, from the standpoint
of the individual elements,16) and this suggests a patterned arrange-

eänai, di‹lusÛn tina kñsmou filosof»w kaÜ tò neÝkow ¤p‹gúw tò ƒEmpedokl¡ouw toÝw
pr‹gmasin, m�llon d¢ toçw palaioçw kin»w Tit�naw ¤pÜ t¯n fæsin kaÜ GÛgantaw kaÜ
t¯n muyik¯n ¤keÛnhn kaÜ foberŒn �kosmÛan kaÜ plhmm¡leian ¤pideÝn poy»w, xvrÜw tò
barç p�n kaÜ xvrÜw tiyeÜw tò koèfon

¦nyƒ oétƒ ±elÛoio dieÛdetai �glaòn eädow,
oéd¢ m¢n oédƒ aàhw l‹sion m¡now, oéd¢ y‹lassa 

Ëw fhsin ƒEmpedokl°w, oé g° yermñthtow meteÝxen, oéx ìdvr pneæmatow, oék �nv ti
tÇn bar¡vn, oé k‹tv ti tÇn koæfvn: �llƒ �kratoi kaÜ �storgoi kaÜ mon‹dew aß tÇn
÷lvn �rxaÛ, m¯ prosi¡menai sægkrisin ¥t¡rou pròw §teron mhd¢ koinvnÛan, �llŒ
feægousai kaÜ �postrefñmenai kaÜ ferñmenai forŒw ÞdÛaw kaÜ aéy‹deiw. M. Pohlenz
(ed.) (1960), with frag. after Inwood (Toronto 2001), fr. 31; dedÛttetai MSS;
dieÛdetai from Simplicius, in Ph. 1183.28 = Emp. B27 DK.

14) M.R. Wright, Empedocles: The Extant Fragments, Edited with Introduction, Commentary,
and Concordance (New Haven 1981), frr. 19 and 21; Inwood, Poem (Toronto 2001),
frr. 31 and 33.

15) P. Tannery, Pour l’histoire de la science hellène: de Thalès à Empédocle (Paris 1887),
319.

16) pollaxoè goèn aétÒ ² m¢n filÛa diakrÛnei tò d¢ neÝkow sugkrÛnei. ÷tan m¢n
gŒr eÞw tŒ stoixeÝa diÛsthtai tò p�n êpò toè neÛkouw, tñte tò pèr eÞw ©n sugkrÛnetai
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ment of some kind. Fragments B17 and 26, moreover, speak of the
many as the result of a gradual process of separation, a ‘growing
apart’ which gives us grounds for entertaining ideas of regularity
and constancy. Based on some of these considerations O’Brien, ECC,
146-55, proposed a “concentric circles” model, where the elements
under Strife gather themselves individually into four concentric and
revolving spheres, according to weight.

Concerning the � rst possibility, Tannery’s tohu-bohu, there is, I
suspect, a deeper mystery concerning the very notion of chaos,
which I do not propose to delve into. To modern minds, the idea
of indeterminacy in nature, as opposed to our limited grasp of it,
may seem diYcult to accept. Thus, to me at any rate, Tannery’s
tohu-bohu is less appealing than the more regular concentric-circles
model, simply because it is more diYcult to imagine. But then again
O’Brien’s version also strikes me as overly clean and neat. Of course
O’Brien does not suppose that Empedocles has a doctrine of natural
places, since simply postulating diVerences in weight between the
elements is suYcient to produce his circles. Perhaps Aristotle’s crit-
icisms at GC 333b23-334a9 do show that Empedocles—at least part
of the time—made use in his cosmology of explanations in terms of
the weight of the elements, e.g. when the aither leapt up � rst out of
the sphere to form the sky, because it was lightest.17) But it is still
some way from there to O’Brien’s concentric circles. What is clear
is that there is much in Empedocles which Aristotle might have
found anticipating his own view, at least in part.

kaÜ tÇn �llvn stoixeÛvn §kaston. But Aristotle does not refer to the separated ele-
ments as concentric circles. One might expect bands or rings, perhaps as in
Parmenides’ cosmology. 

17) But Aristotle’s discussion is not at all conclusive on the point. At most, one
can cite testimonium A49a, now thought by Inwood, Poem, fr. 40, to be derived
from an actual fragment. If so, the last sentence becomes more signi� cant: “Moreover,
aither, being much lighter, moves all round it without diversion.” But then again, at
De Caelo 309a19, Aristotle singles out Empedocles and Anaxagoras for having given
no explanation at all for weight. Finally, an earlier passage of the same work,
295a13, says that Empedocles gave as the cause of the earth’s stability at the cen-
ter the swiftness of the aither’s rotation at the periphery, illustrating his point by
comparison to a ladle swung in a circle, whose contents do not spill, even when
upside down, due to the force of the rotation. Thus perhaps speed, not weight,
was how Empedocles explained the position of the elements. For discussion, see
L. Perilli, La teoria del vortice nel pensiero antico (Pisa 1996), 55-64. 
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A further hesitation concerning the concentric-circles model is the
diYculty of reconciling it with fragment B35. This important frag-
ment describes the return of Love and mixture to the elements,
probably expanding from the center. But if the separation of the
elements is as regular as predicted by the concentric-circles model,
then Love in the initial phase of its expansion will not have avail-
able to it for mixture the lighter or swifter materials at the periph-
ery, still under the sway of Strife. As it happens, Love has at its
disposition “volunteers standing together here and there”, B35.6, so
that we do not � nd con� rmation of a clean strati� cation of the 
elements.18) The least we can say, based on fragments B17 and 26,
is that under the full reign of Strife we should imagine separation;
when we also factor in Plutarch’s testimonium, con� rmed in part by
Aristotle, we can probably imagine rapid movement of some sort.

2. Critique of Martin and Primavesi, ensemble a (ii) 3-17

I begin with M-P’s text and translation of the passage, plus a
few lines on either end, necessary for a full discussion of the debated
lines:

a (i) 4 �llƒ aëtƒ ¦stin taèta, diƒ �ll®lvn ge y¡onta:
B 17.35 gÛgnetai �llote �lla kaÜ ±nek¢ w aÞ¢n õmoÝa. 
a (i) 6 [ƒAllƒ ¤n m¢n Filñthti(?) sunerxñ]meyƒ eÞw §na !kñsmon,
7 [¤n dƒ …Exyrhi ge p‹lin di¡fu(?) pl¡]onƒ ¤j ¥nòw eänai,
8 ¤j Ïn p‹nt(a) ÷sa tƒ ·n ÷sa tƒ ¤st(Ü) ÷ sa tƒ ¦ssetƒ ôp !Ûssv:
9 d¡ndre‹ tƒ ¤bl‹sthse kaÜ �n¡rew ±d¢ gunaÝkew,
a (ii) 1 y °r¡w tƒ oÞvn !o $Û te kaÜ !êdatoy!r ¡mmonew Þxyèw
2 k aÛ te yeoÜ dolixa Ûvn ew tim°is[i f¡ristoi.]
3 [ƒE]n t°i dƒ�ýssonta [diamp] !er¢w oéd[amŒ l®gei]
4 [p] !ukn°isin dÛnhi!s[in ]t.[ ]
5 [n] &v #lem¡w, oéd¡ po[tƒ ]

18) Fr. B35.6-7 DK: �llŒ yelhmŒ sunist‹menƒ �lloyen �lla / tÇn d¢ mis-
gom¡nvn xeÝtƒ ¦ynea murÛa ynhtÇn. The word yelhm‹, if it can be taken to mean
“volunteers”, as it is by Wright, Extant Fragments, 207, would imply a less regular
and mechanical process, closer to a “recruitment drive” among the elements, where
Love � nds converts wherever she can, cf. fr. B22 DK. The strati� cation of the
elements then would be less of a bar to such a formation, but then again it is by
no means implied by the imagery of fragment B35. For some further criticisms 
of O’Brien’s position, see D.J. Furley, The Greek Cosmologists, I (Cambridge 1987),
88-94.
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6 [poll]oÜ dƒaÞÇnew !prñter[oi(?) ]
7 [prÜn] !toætvn m!etab°n!a[i ]
8 [p‹]nthi dƒ �ýss !o !n[t] !a diam[per¢w oédamŒ l®gei:]
9 [oë]te gŒr ±¡liow t[ ] . n .[ ]
10 [õr(?)]m¯ t°ide g!¡m!o!u[sa(?) ]
11 [oë]te ti tÇn �llv!n [ ]
12 [�l] !l !Œ metall‹sso!n[tƒ �ýss] !e !i kæklv!i [�p‹nthi:]
13 [d¯ tñ(?)]te m¢n gŒr gaÝ( !a) [�b] !‹th y¡ei ±¡ !l[iñw te]
14 [sfaÝr‹(?)] tƒ ÷shn d¯ ka[Û n]un ¤pƒ �ndr‹si t[ekm®rasyai(?)]
15 [Íw dƒ a] !ëtvw t‹d[e p]‹nta diƒ �ll®lvn [te y¡esken(?)]
16 [k�llo]uw t(e) �ll[(a) áka] !n!e !tñpouw plag[xy¡ntƒ ÞdÛouw te(?)]
17 [aéy‹dh(?):] !m!es‹touw !tƒ [eÞsh] !rxñmeyƒ ©n !m[ñnon eänai.]
18 [ƒAllƒ ÷t] !e d¯ NeÝkow [m¢n ê]perbatŒ b¡n[yeƒ ákhtai]
19 d[Ûnh]w, ¤n d¢ m¡ !s[hi] F[il]ñthw str!of!‹[liggi g¡nhtai,]
20 ¤n [t°i] d¯ t‹de p‹ !nta sun¡rxetai ©n [mñnon eänai.]

‘Rather, just these things are, running only through one another: they
become diVerent things at diVerent times, and yet these are through-
out always similar. But under Love we unite together to form a sin-
gle ordered whole, whereas under Hatred, in turn, it (i.e. the ordered
whole) grew apart, so as to be many from one, (a (i) 8) out of which
(i.e. many things) come all beings that were and are and will be here-
after: trees sprang forth and men and women, and beast and birds
and � shes nurtured in water, and also gods of long age and preem-
inent in their honours. Under her (i.e. Hatred) they never cease from
continuously shooting in all directions (a (ii) 4) in frequent whirls . . .
without pause, and never . . . and many generations . . . before pass-
ing over from them . . . And they never cease from continuously shoot-
ing in all directions: (a (ii) 9) for neither the sun . . . the onrush full
of this . . . nor any of the other things . . . but, as they change, they
shoot in all directions in a circle. For at that time the (then) impass-
able earth runs, (a (ii) 14) and the globe of the heavens, as large
indeed as even now it can be judged by men to be. And in just the
same way all these things (i.e. the elements) were running through
one another and, having been driven away, each of them reached
diVerent and peculiar places, self-willed; and we were coming together
to the middle places, so as to be only one. But whenever Strife has
reached the depths, thus violated, of the whirl, and Love has come
to be in the midst (a (ii) 18) of the eddy, then under her (i.e. Love)
all these things unite so as to be only one.’

Their general understanding of the passage is the following, 187:
“Si le papyrus oVre ici un véritable récit, sans rupture chronologique,
sans autre digression, une conclusion simple peut être tirée de la
place qu’occupent les événements décrits en a (ii) 3-17: il y a de
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bonnes chances pour que ces événements se déroulent sous le règne
de la Haine . . .”

According to M-P, this identi� cation rests on three considerations:

(1) The restoration [ƒE]n t°i opening line a (ii) 3 refers back to
[¤n dƒ …Exyrhi] at a (i) 7, indicating that the whole section is an
account of Strife’s rule, balanced oV against the briefer mention of
the beginning of Love’s rule at a (ii) 20, ¤n [t°i] d¯ t‹de p‹ !nta
sun¡rxetai ©n [mñnon eänai.]

(2) The nature of the movement described in the heavily muti-
lated central section is best understood as inspired by Strife. Thus
verbs like leaping, �ýssonta at a (ii) 3 and a (ii) 8, the whirls dÛnhi !s[in
at a (ii) 4, runs, y¡ei at a (ii) 13, and wandering, plag[xy¡ntƒ at a
(ii) 16, as well as (?) in a circle, kæklvi at a (ii) 12 all seem most
appropriate to the rule of Strife, in which the elements move in
rapid, circular movements.

(3) The mention of the earth and sun in diVerent positions, or
having diVerent aspects than at present, cf. a (ii) 9 and a (ii) 13,
suggest an a-cosmic period or phase of the cycle.

General critique

Of the three, (3) seems by far the most conclusive. Only slightly
contingent upon small restorations, these lines clearly indicate we
are dealing with a period in which things were diVerent than they
now are. At a (ii) 13, the earth, impassable if �b] th is correct,
‘runs’, as perhaps does the sun. At a (ii) 14 some other unknown
object(s) is perhaps not as large as can be esteemed by men, depend-
ing upon how one divides toshn. In the same area, [oë]te gŒr ±¡liow
opening line a (ii) 9, probably coordinated with a (ii) 11 [oë]te ti
tÇn �llvn, may also indicate the absence of familiar phenomena.
The minimal conclusion appears to be that we are dealing with an
a-cosmic phase of the cycle.

This would leave us to choose between the Sphairos and the reign
of Strife. M-P claim that the verbs of movement listed above in (2)
make the choice obvious: this must be the reign of Strife, since the
Sphere is immobile.19) Unfortunately, it is not so clear. For one

19) 188: “Le Sphairos doit d’emblée être écarté, car le triomphe de l’amour
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thing, the picture is complicated by the prepositional phrase diƒ
�ll®lvn at a (ii) 15, always associated with Love and mixture, as
by a possible instance of the uni� cation formula at a (ii) 17. The
participle metall‹sson[t(a), a (ii) 12, moreover, is inconclusive,
being a variant upon �ll‹ssonta or diall‹ssonta, familiar from
earlier formulations, and not associated with any particular phase.
Finally, the participle �ýssonta, leaping, may have some associations
with Strife, but it is also the verb Empedocles uses to describe the
locomotion of the limbless god of fr. B134.4-5:

�llŒ fr¯n ßer¯ kaÜ �y¡sfatow ¦pleto moènon,
frontÛsi kñsmon ‘panta kataýssousa yo°isin

This, I think, invalidates any direct characterization of the verb as
necessarily related to Strife. The same applies for a (ii) 13’s y¡ei,
employed at fr. B17.34 to describe the concourse of the elements,
leading to the formation of various beings. Lastly, plag[xy¡nt(a) also
has various connotations. While it mostly involves separation, e.g.
fr. B20.5, at fr. B22.3 the wandering is conceived of from the ele-
ments’ point of view, and they are described as driven into mor-
tals, i.e. by the action of Love. This leaves us only with ‘closed
packed whirls’ as a link to Strife. Thus, M-P’s second general con-
sideration is considerably weaker than they suppose.

And what of (1), the restoration of [ƒE]n t°i at a (ii) 3? It is
undoubtedly the weakest of all. The line comes right after the for-
mula describing the � rst-principles’ capacity to generate all things,
and a repetition of the AB motif of alternation, at a (i) 6-7. The
extant text, based on comparisons with other similar lines, such as
fr. B17.6, 26.11 or again 17.12, allows a secure restoration of most
of the line, except the � rst foot:

a (ii) 3 ]nthi dƒ �ýssonta [diamp]!er¢w oéd[amŒ l®gei]

The two most likely supplements are ¤n t°i or p‹nthi. Both pos-
sibilities have good parallels in the corpus. ¤n t°i opens line a (ii)
20, and is repeated verbatim at fr. B35.5, where its antecedent is
Filñthw. p‹nthi in turn opens fr. B22.8, where its has the sense

s’accompagne d’une tranquilité absolue, exempte de tout mouvement.” But this is
only one possible view, once again that of O’Brien, ECC, chapter 2.
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‘completely’, rather the spatial connotation it would have here. M-P
propose ¤n t°i, as they readily admit, for more subjective reasons
than objective philological criteria.20) They suggest that the line
opens the section by a clear announcement of the cosmogony of
Strife: ‘Under her (i.e. Hatred), they never cease from continuously
shooting about in all directions in frequent whirls . . .’

A potent objection to this is that their papyrological claim about
the spacing is hard to allow. Based on the excellent photograph in
their edition, the available space is more suitable for two letters
than one.21) But even if one lets that pass, equally grave problems
follow.

The � rst of these is that there is no preserved suitable feminine
antecedent for Strife in the preceding lines. The only likely candi-
date would be in the formulation of the AB motif of alternation at
a (i) 6-7. But if the preserved line-ends there allow an all but cer-
tain identi� cation of that motif, they provide no positive candidate
for a possible feminine antecedent. In fact, and this is where M-P’s
text truly begins to strain belief, nowhere in the known corpus can
they � nd a feminine synonym for Strife that would � t both the
meter and the required level of generality. (At p. 181, they con-
sider but discount st‹siw, d°riw and ¦riw.) Undeterred by this, they
nevertheless supplement a (i) 7 with ¤n dƒ …Exyrhi, on the merit of
a fragment of Lysias.22) Thus, the restoration of line a (ii) 3 rests
on nothing more solid than another conjecture, and at that upon
a word otherwise unattested in the corpus. Even if we were to grant
it, it is not apparent how the audience is to identify the ‘her’ as

20) 190: “La priorité, pour trancher la question, doit donc être laissée au sens
et à la cohérence de l’exposé.” Six lines down, at a (ii) 8, in a practically iden-
tical case, they chose p‹nthi because the space at the beginning of the line allows
for two letters.

21) 189: “L’espace vacant . . . si l’on respecte l’alignement général de la colonne,
paraît un peu plus large qu’un caractère de module moyen, mais plus étroit qu’une
suite de deux caractères.” 

22) Lysias fr. 115 Thalheim: …Vimhn <d¢> ¦gvge tosaæthi filÛai sunarmñsyai
t¯n ¤m¯n kaÜ t¯n s¯n eënoian, Ëste mhdƒ ’n t¯n ƒEmpedokl¡ouw ¦xyran ¤mpodÆn
gen¡syai ²mÝn. Even though ¦xyrh is a form more at home in prose than epic,
this of course does not eliminate the possibility of its use by Empedocles, cf. FilÛa,
DK B18, de� nitely suspect until con� rmed by the papyrus, d 3. All the same, its
use here is obviously forced, and is clearly at the service of their restoration of 
a (ii) 3.
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Strife, since M-P restore the � rst half of a (i) 6 with ƒAllƒ ¤n m¢n
Filñthti, another feminine singular introduced by ¤n.

3. Counter-interpretation of a (ii) 3-17: Chance and possible worlds

As should be apparent by now, the � aw of M-P’s interpretation
is that they approach the passage with a preconceived and overly
detailed notion of what it ought to describe, namely O’Brien’s recon-
struction of the reign of Strife. The end result is the imposition of
an implausibly � eshed-out scheme upon a skeleton too frail and
partial to support it.23) In fact we do not know if the passage describes
the world under Strife, mostly because we do not know exactly
what such a state must be like.

I return instead to the one seemingly certain fact about this pas-
sage: it describes an organization of the cosmos other than our own.
In other words, Empedocles seems to be saying that, while the ele-
ments and � rst principles will always exist, their current disposition
or organization is not permanent. It may be that we need not go
beyond this to render the passage intelligible.

Among the general cosmological notions I suggest are at play in
the passage, the most important are those, common to Empedocles
and Democritus at least, if not the general run of Ionian science,
that the world itself changes, that these changes occur over great
spans of time, and that our own world is not the only possible one,
because its construction contains an element of chance.24) As we
know especially from Democritus, this can go so far as to counte-
nance the possibility of many diVerent worlds, including some with-
out familiar features such as the sun and moon, or even life.25)

23) 189: “Nous proposons donc d’y reconnaître un traitement développé du
“monde B”, depuis le moment, brièvement mentionné, où il est mis � n à l’unité
du Sphairos, a (i) 7, en passant par la zoogonie contemporaine du règne de la
Haine, a (i) 8-a (ii) 12, jusqu’à l’évocation plus détaillée des circonstances dans
lesquelles se produit � nalement la di‹lusiw kñsmou . . .”

24) For a collection of evidence and general discussion see W.K.C. Guthrie,
History of Greek Philosophy, II (Cambridge 1965), 159-67 for Empedocles, and 404
V. for Democritus. Fragment 4 of Anaxagoras should also be mentioned in this
context, as it perhaps provides evidence for his belief in a plurality of worlds, or
at least of a plurality of civilizations, but see Furley, The Greek Cosmologists, 71.

25) On Leucippus, see DK 67 A1 (= Diogenes Laertius 9.30 V.); on Democritus,
DK 68 A40.
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Although in Empedocles the role chance plays in the creation of
the world is not as signi� cant as it is for Democritus—for in
Empedocles chance operates alongside the demiurgic activity of
Love—neither can it be wholly expurgated from the work. It was
a strong enough theme to draw the criticisms of Aristotle at GC
334 and, less assuredly, to raise the ire of Plato at Laws 10.889b
(= A 48 DK). While more would need to be said to re� ne the sim-
ilarities and diVerences between Empedocles and the early Atomists,
one key diVerence worth pointing out is that where the Atomists
imagined innumerable worlds both simultaneously and through time,
Empedocles will have limited their variation to diVerent combina-
tions of the ever-present elements over time.

Before I can apply this hypothesis to the philological evidence, 
I begin by responding to the potential objection that my counter-
proposal may be too weak on its own merits. In other words, do
we have any evidence that Empedocles ever makes such a point?
There are three relevant pieces of evidence.

According to Aristotle, GC 334a, Empedocles held that the dis-
tribution of the elements in the world, when they are separated
from the Sphairos under the growing in� uence of Strife, occurs by
chance. To support this, he quotes a single line, fr. B53:

oìtv gŒr sun¡kurse y¡vn tot¡, poll‹ki dƒ �llvw

The fragment, whose grammatical subject Aristotle tells us was the
aither, unambiguously asserts that when the aither sprang up � rst in
this our world, it was not so much a mechanically predetermined
event as a chance happening. Consequently, we can suppose, in
another revolution of the cycle, another arrangement could befall
the elements. The second instance is less clear, because it occurs in
a fairly mutilated section of ensemble d. At lines d 11 and 12, break-
ing from the topic of the previous lines, Empedocles embarks upon
a description of the origin of life. As he tells us, this occurred when
a much suVering mixture was drawn out of the primordial slime by the
element � re. Of most interest in the current context is his choice
of verbs to describe the moment when � re initiated the process:
sunetægxane, it so happened, cf. sun¡kurse y¡vn above. Thirdly, there
is Empedocles’ invocation of chance in the formation of animals,
known to us from fragments B57 to 61 DK, along with Simplicius’
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remarks. The theory describes the emergence of life over several
distinct phases. In a � rst zoogonic moment, Love produced sepa-
rate limbs and organs. Then, as these chanced to meet, they formed
various, mostly monstrous assemblages, of which in the end only
the small, non-monstrous fraction survived to produce known species.
The theory was infamous, so long as the ancient teleologists were
concerned, because of its very avoidance of intelligent design.26)
Thus, since chance is indisputably an explanatory factor in the for-
mation of animals, what is to prevent applying this to cosmology
as well, as Aristotle’s evidence indicates we can?

Finally, before turning at last to the text, I record one last gen-
eral point in support of my claim that the passage simply contin-
ues Empedocles’ general presentation of his system, begun in Fr.
B17. This is that the majority of the fully extant, conjugated verbs
in ensemble a are in the present grammatical tense, the tense used
to state general facts and eternal truths. This includes y¡ei at a (ii)
13 and sun¡rxetai at a (ii) 20.27) The only exception might be the
possibility of reading of ·n in the sequence toshn at a (ii) 14.
Although not conclusive, this certainly strengthens the view that
what we have in ensemble a is not an account of the reign of Strife,
but simply the general presentation of Empedocles’ cosmic system,
continuing the exposition begun in fragment B17.

Based on that hypothesis, I suggest the following reconstruction
of lines a (i) 6-a (ii) 17.28) A commentary with discussion of rele-
vant points follows.

26) The evidence on these diVerent phases is obscure and poorly transmitted,
and its interpretation controversial. For a recent discussion, see J. Wilcox, “Whole-
Natured Forms” in Empedocles’ Cosmic Cycle, in: A. Preus (ed.), Before Plato. Essays in
Ancient Greek Philosophy VI (Albany 2001), 109-22; for a discussion of the theory’s
ancient critics, see Furley, The Greek Cosmologists, chapters 12 and 13. 

27) Two other verbs, ákhtai and g¡nhtai, at a (ii) 18 and 19 respectively, which
are not preserved but whose restorations in the subjunctive mood are fairly secure,
based on known parallels, also indicate general repetition or regular occurrences,
see M-P 218 V. The two subjunctive aorists, subordinated to the indicative pre-
sent sun¡rxetai, signal completed actions which always or regularly precede that
of the main verb, cf. H.W. Smyth, Greek Grammar (Cambridge MA 1956), #1943-4
and 2409.

28) References to Inwood in the apparatus are to Inwood, Poem (Toronto 2001). 
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a (i) 4 �llƒ aét(Œ) ¦stin taèta, diƒ �ll®lvn d¢ y¡onta
B17.35 gÛgnetai �llote �lla kaÜ ±nek¢ w aÞ¢n õmoÝa, 
6 [kaÜ ¤n m¢n Filñthti sunerxñ]menƒ eÞw §na k !ñsmon,
7 [¤n d¢ Kñtvi diafuñmena pl¡]onƒ ¤j ¥nòw eänai,
8 ¤j Ïn p‹nt(a) ÷sa tƒ ·n ÷sa tƒ ¤st(Ü) ÷ sa tƒ ¦ssetƒ ôp!Ûssv,
a (ii) 1 y °r¡w tƒ oÞvn !o!i te kaÜ !êdatoy!r ¡mmonew Þxyèw
2 k aÛ te yeoÜ dolixa Ûvn ew tim°is[i f¡ristoi.]
3 [P‹]nthi dƒ �ýssonta [diamp] !er¢w oéd[amŒ l®gei]
4 [p] !ukn°isin dÛnhi !s[in ]t.[ ]
5 [n] #v #lem¡w, oéd¡ po[tƒ ]
6 [  ]oÜ dƒ aÞÇnew !prñter[ ]
7 [prÜn] !toætvn me )tab°n#a[i ¤w ¦ynea murÛa ynhtÇn (?)] 
8 [p‹]nthi dƒ �ýss !o !n[t]#a diam[per¢w oédamŒ l®gei.]
9 [oë]te gŒr ±¡liow t[ ] . n . [ ]
10 [  ]mh t°ide g . m . . [ ]
11 [oë]te ti tÇn �llv!n [ ]
12 [�l] !l !Œ metall‹sso!n[ta krat] !e $Ý kæklv$i [ ]
13 [kaÜ po]t¢ m¢n gŒr gaÝ( !a) [êp] !‹th y¡ei ±e !l[Ûoio]
14 [p�sa], tñsƒ ·n d¯ ka[Û n]un ¤pƒ �ndr‹si t[hleyñvsa.]
15 [Íw dƒ a] !ëtvw t‹d[e p]‹nta diƒ �ll®lvn [y¡ei aÞeÛ]
16 [�llo]uw t(e) �ll[ote �l] !l !a !tñpouw plag[xy¡nta §kasta]
17 [�llote ’n] !m!es‹touw !t[e sune] !rxñmenƒ ©n !m[ñnon eänai.]

a (i) 4 diƒ �ll®lvn d¢ y¡onta Simpl. in Ph. Diels, Inwood; diƒ �ll®lvn
g¹¢ y¡onta, M-P

a (i) 6 sunerxñ]meyƒ 1a manu, sunerxñ]menƒ 2a manu; sunerxñ]menƒ scripsi,
cf. a (ii) 20 t‹de p‹nta sun¡rxetai, B26.5 �llote m¢n Filñthti sunerxñmenƒ
eÞw §na kñsmon; sunerxñ]meyƒ, M-P, Inwood || [kaÜ ¤n m¢n Filñthti] supplevi;
forsan [�llƒ ¤n vel ±dƒ ¤n m¢n Filñthti]

a (i) 7 [diafuñmena pl¡]on cf. B17.2 ¤k pleñnvn, tot¢ dƒ aï di¡fu pl¡onƒ ¤j
¥nòw eänai, B17.5 ² d¢ p‹lin diafuom¡nvn yrefyeÝsa di¡pth, 17.10 ±d¢ p‹lin
diafæntow ¥nòw pl¡onƒ ¤ktel¡yousi; [¤n dƒ …Exyrhi ge p‹lin di¡fu(?)] M-P ||
[ƒEn d¢ Kñtvi cf. B21.7 ƒEn d¢ Kñtvi di‹morfa kaÜ �ndixa p‹nta p¡lontai

a (i) 8-a (ii) 2 = Arist. Metaph. 1000a29-32, cf. M-P 176-8.

a (ii) 3 [P‹]nthi dƒ �ýssonta, cf. B22.8 p‹nthi suggÛnesyai �®yea; [ƒE]n
túi, M-P || [diamp]!er¢w oéd[amŒ l®gei], M-P, Inwood, cf. B17.12 ¸i d¢ dial-
l‹ssonta diamper¢w oédamŒ l®gei

a (ii) 4-6 4 [p] !ukn°isin dÛnhi!s[in M-P, Inwood. || 5 [n]!v !lem¡w, oéd¡ po[tƒ
M-P, Inwood || 6 poll]oÜ dƒ aÞÇnew, M-P
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7 [prÜn] !toætvn me !tab°n!a[i, M-P, toætvn metab°na[i, Inwood. De sex prin-
cipiis E. loquitur, cf. B35.9-11 de Discordia, oé gŒr �memf¡vw / tÇn p�n
¤j¡sthken ¤pƒ ¦sxata t¡rmata kæklou / �llŒ tŒ m¡n tƒ ¤n¡mimne mel¡vn, tŒ d¢
tƒ ¤jebeb®kei, B35.15, diall‹janta keleæyouw. || Ad � n. [¤w ¦ynea murÛa
ynhtÇn] temptavi, cf. B35.16, vel forsan [eÞw §na kñsmon ‘panta], cf. B26.5
eÞw §na kñsmon, B134.5 kñsmon ‘panta kataýssousa.

8-9 8 cf. a (ii) 3 || 9 [oë]te gŒr ±¡liow, M-P, Inwood.

11 [oë]te ti tÇn �llv !n [÷sa nèn ¤sorÇmen ‘panta (?) ], cf. B38.2 ¤j
Ïn d°lƒ ¤g¡nonto tŒ nèn ¤sorÇmen ‘panta; [oë ]te ti tÇn �llvn, M-P, Inwood.

12 [�l] !l!a metall‹sso!n[ta krat]!e !Ý kæklv!i cf. B26.1 ¤n d¢ m¡rei krat¡ousi
periplom¡noio kækloio; �l] !l !Œ metall‹sso !n[tƒ �ýss] !e $i kæklv !i [�p‹nthi], 
M-P || Ad � n. forsan [t‹dƒ §kasta] vel [t‹dƒ ¤nall‹j]

13 [kaÜ po]t¢ scripsi; [d¯ tñ(?)]te M-P || [êp] !‹th, cf. B76.3/ensemble b 2
¦nyƒ öcei xyñna xrvtòw êp¡rtata naiet‹ousan, de testudinibus, cervis et con-
chis, et A35, Aetius 2.7.6 ƒE. ¦lege m¯ diŒ pantòw ¥stÇtaw eänai mhdƒ Érism¡nouw
toçw tñpouw tÇn stoixeÛvn, �llŒ p‹ntaw toçw �ll®lvn metalamb‹nein; Achilles,
Isagoga 4 p. 34, 20 V. õ d¢ ƒE. oé dÛdvsi toÝw stoixeÛoiw Érism¡nouw tñpouw,
�llƒ �ntiparaxvreÝn �ll®loiw fhsÛn, Ëste t¯n g¯n met¡vron f¡resyai kaÜ tò
pèr tapeinñteron; fr. B54, apud Arist. GC 334a5; Philoponus, Comm. in Ph.
(CAG 16), p. 271, 17 V. (= Bollack, vol. ii, # 216); gaÝ(a) [�b]!‹th, G. Most,
M-P, Inwood || ±e $l[Ûoio cf. B56; ±¡ $l[iñw te, M-P, Inwood

14 [p�sa], tñsƒ ·n d¯, sc. gaÝa, a (ii) 13, cf. a (i) 8/B 21.9 p‹nt(a) ÷sa
tƒ ·n, ktl., 71.4 tñssƒ, ÷sa nèn geg‹asi sunarmosy¡ntƒ ƒAfrodÛthi; [sfaÝra
(?)] tƒ ÷shn M-P, tƒ ÷shn, Inwood. Forsan etiam [tÇn te (?)] tñsƒ ·n d¯ . . .
t[ekm®rasyai(?)], cf. B35.10,16, vide 7 supra, B75.1 tÇn dƒ ÷sƒ ¦sv m¢n pukn‹,
ktl., B 23.10 ynhtÇn, ÷ssa ge d°la ~geg‹asin~, B89 et Wright # 152.1. ||
t[hleyñvsa], cf. B112.7 ¤w �stea thley‹onta, Wright #152.2/Inwood #
85 [dƒ ÷]rp[hj]in !êp !¡sth thle!y[‹onta, Ilias 6.148-9 ìlh/thleyñvsa fæei,
22.423, 23.142. || t[ekm®rasyai(?)], M-P

15 [Ëw dƒ a] !ëtvw M-P, Inwood || [y¡ei aÞeÛ], cf. diƒ �ll®lvn d¢ y¡onta,
B17.34/26.3, a (ii) 13 et B108.1, ÷sson <dƒ> �lloÝoi met¡fun, tñson �r
sfisin aÞeÛ. Hiatus, cf. a (ii) 13 y¡ei ±el[; [te y¡esken(?)], M-P. 

16 �llouw t(e) �ll[ote �l]!l !a, cf. B17.35 gÛgnetai �llote �lla; [k�llo]uw
t(e) �ll[a áka] !n!e, M-P || plag[xy¡nta §kasta], cf. DK 22.3 ÷ssa fin ¤n
ynhtoÝsin �poplagxy¡nta p¡fuken, B59.2 taèt‹ te sumpÛpteskon, ÷phi
sun¡kursen §kasta, B17.8/26.6 �llote dƒ aï dÛxƒ §kasta foreæmena NeÛkeow
¦xyei, B20.5 c 6 pl‹zetai �ndixƒ §kasta perÜ =hgmÝni bÛoio; plag[xy¡ntƒ ÞdÛouw
te(?)], M-P. 
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17 [�llote ’n] !m!es‹touw, cf. a (ii) 16 supra; �n‹ cf. B112.2, 113.3, a (ii)
26-7 || e]rxñmeyƒ MS t[e sune]rxñmenƒ scripsi, cf. a (ii) 20 ¤n [t°i] d¯ t‹de
p‹nta sun¡rxetai ©n [mñnon eånai], a (i) 6 sunerxñ]menƒ (2a manu), B20.2
sunerxñmenƒ (= c 3, 2a manu); t[(e) eÞsh]rxñmey(a) M-P, Inwood

4. Commentary29)

a (i) 6-a (ii) 3 It will be recalled that the hinge upon which 
M-P make their interpretation of lines a (ii) 3-17 turn is the restored
demonstrative [ƒE]n t°i at a (ii) 3. The t°i in question, according
to the editors, has as an antecedent their own supplement ¤n dƒ
…Exyrhi at a (i) 7. I have already oVered some general criticisms
of that restoration, but I have not yet shown how [Pa]nt°i might
also be preferable to the alternative. To do that, I must � rst go
back to consider the restoration of preceding verses, in particular
the lines a (i) 6-7.

a (i) 6-7 The preserved line-ends allow us to recognize this as a
certain instance of the AB motif of alternation, as M-P also recog-
nize, 179-82, but the missing � rst half of each verse cannot be
restored with certainty. Further complicating matters is that the � rst
hand’s text has sunerxñmey(a), as it also does at a (ii) 17 and c 3.
Here at a (i) 6, however, a second hand has corrected this back
into the participial form of the verb. M-P choose here, as in both
other instances, to preserve the reading of the � rst hand. For my
immediate purposes it will suYce to object that M-P’s text cannot
make sense of the second hand’s motivation at a (i) 6: if the verb
in the B half of the motif, the verb of separation, was in the indica-
tive mood, as in M-P’s di¡fu, what then could have inspired the
second hand to correct the uni� cation verb to the participle?30) As

29) For convenience of reference, in what follows the reader may want to have
DK, Wright, or Inwood in hand. 

30) A. Laks, in Reading the Readings, 132, defends such an asymmetrical, indica-
tive/participle construction, to which he compares (yet does not identify with) c 3/
B20.3, where he also believes such a construction obtains. The crucial diVerence
between his reading and that of M-P is that in a (i) 6, he does not think that
‘we’ is to be identi� ed with the � rst principle Love, but expresses the notion that
‘we’ as well are the products of generation. While I � nd this much more satisfy-
ing than M-P’s approach, I am not convinced by his reading of c 3, which I for
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it stands, M-P are right to have their text reproduce Empedocles’
normal poetic practice, where he balances the uni� cation and sep-
aration verbs in the motif, matching an indicative mood to an
indicative, a participle to a participle. But allowing them that much,
it seems that if the verb of separation had been in the indicative,
then we must posit a mistake on the part of the corrector, rather
than the � rst hand. This, while not impossible, seems far less prob-
able than the reverse.31)

Instead, if we follow the second hand and read the � rst verb as
a participle, the most likely restoration of a (i) 6 is: Filñthti
sunerxñ]menƒ eÞw §na kñsmon. The second line, in turn, can be com-
pared to fr. B17.2 (= B17.17) and B17.10 (= B26.9). Both of these,
as well as fr. B17.5, suggest that the most likely verb for the line
is diafæesyai. But in B17.2 the verb is given in the indicative, and
at B17.10, as a participle, it is subordinate to ¤ktel¡yousi. If the
decision to retain the participle at a (i) 6 is correct, then a par-
ticiple will be required for a (i) 7. Fr. B17.5 suggests one possibil-
ity, which would produce diafuom¡nvn pl¡]onƒ ¤j ¥nòw eänai. But that
same genitive participle could also easily be rendered in the nom-
inative, thereby matching sunerxñ]menƒ, to give diafuñmena pl¡]onƒ
¤j ¥nòw eänai.32)

one � nd no better than the Simplicius’ text of B20 (see also Algra & Mansfeld,
79), nor do I � nd the parallels adduced by M-P for c 3 apposite, see 276-7 (Laks
does not oVer any). Finally, as for a (i) 6 itself, Laks does not reckon with (1) the
general superiority of the textual tradition represented by Simplicius, nor (2) the
consistency of Empedocles’ poetic practice within that tradition, where a careful
and deliberate balance is always maintained in the depiction of Love and Strife,
see Graham, Symmetry in the Empedoclean Cycle. While I do not rule out Laks’ reading
of the ‘we’ as implausible, it would take more that the shaky c 3 to establish the
indicative/participle construction as an actual Empedoclean formulaic variant.

31) M-P could have strengthened their case by positing [¤n d¢ Kñtvi diafuñmeya
ktl., at a (i) 7 which would also only need an exchange of nu for thêta, but this
would still not overcome the general objection that the two ‘we’s appear suddenly,
without any link to the context, which is consistently cosmological and impersonal,
cf. a (ii) 18-20 and Algra & Mansfeld’s discussion, Three Thêtas.

32) The � nal vowel in diafuñmena would then be long by position, cf. the
epsilon opening ¦pleto in DK 21.2 lipñjulon ¦pleto morf°i. That deprives the
verse of its penthemimeral caesura, but this slight anomaly conforms to other
known cases, see M-P 124, Règle 1, with comparanda and bibl. On a diVerent note,
Laks points out, Reading the Readings, 132, that the verse-end pl¡onƒ ¤j ¥nòw eänai
when it occurs at B17.2, a (ii) 17 and a (ii) 20 follows a conjugated verb. This,
he suggests, weighs against having it depend upon a participle here. But since
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Allowing that either is viable, then for the remaining � rst foot
and a half, known Empedoclean formulas oVer three further pos-
sibilities. The � rst we get via a small modi� cation to B17.5, the
second from comparison to B26.6, the third from B21.7:

[±d¢ p‹lin diafuom¡nvn/diafuñmena pl¡]onƒ ¤j ¥nòw eänai
[�llote dƒ aï diafuom¡nvn/diafuñmena pl¡]onƒ ¤j ¥nòw eänai
[¤n d¢ Kñtvi diafuom¡nvn/diafuñmena pl¡]onƒ ¤j ¥nòw eänai

The second, based on B26.6 and positing a neuter nominative plural,
is perhaps the closest match for line a (i) 6. Yet, given that we do
not know what speci� c form that line took, no one supplement for
a (i) 7 is demonstrable to the exclusion of the other two. If we
draw upon stylistic considerations, in particular a tight symmetrical
correspondence between the two paired lines, as in other instances
of the AB motif, then for a (i) 6, this favors combining M-P’s ¤n
m¢n Filñthti, based on B21.8, with my third possibility, to give the
text I print above.33)

A more important result of this reconstruction is that, by revert-
ing to the participle for both verbs, this aVects the grammatical
construction of the lines in the immediate vicinity, as well as their
punctuation. By choosing the participle, the two verbs become gram-
matically subordinated to the previous lines, and by extension so
does a (i) 8-a (ii) 2, another recurring Empedoclean poetic for-
mula, which I will call the zoogonic formula. In this connection, I
may add, I see no reason to regard the end of Simplicius’ quota-
tion of B17 as necessarily indicating the end of the sentence.

a (ii) 3 The goal of this section, I may remind the reader, was
to illustrate the greater viability of [Pa]nt°i at a (ii) 3. In the � rst
place, then, if the alternate reconstruction I oVer is correct, there

there is no grammatical bar to that construction (e.g. B62.6 pèr . . . y¡lon pròw
õmoÝon ßk¡syai), I see no reason to exclude it as a possibility, either here or at a
(ii) 17, where choosing the participle would produce two instances of the construction. 

33) This is preferable stylistically, with a closer balancing of ¤n m¢n Filñthti
against ƒEn d¢ Kñtvi, as in DK 21.7-8. Moreover, a reconstruction with �llote . . .
�llote, perhaps attractive on a comparison with B26.5, would be lacking a noun
for Strife that would correspond to Filñthti. In any case, any one of the supple-
ments considered above for line a (i) 7, seems as viable as that oVered by M-P.
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was no ¤n dƒ …Exyrhi at a (i) 7 to serve as an antecedent to the sug-
gested [ƒE]n t°i at a (ii) 3. Instead, that the scope of the passage
remained on the level of a general presentation of the cosmic sys-
tem can be shown through an excellent parallel for the whole
sequence, fragment B21.7-14, one noted by the editors themselves.
This fragment, moreover, as we know from Simplicius, in Ph. 159.13
Diels came after fragment B17, and is a recapitulation of earlier
content, probably our very passage.

In fr. B21.7-14 we � nd the same general sequence of thought as
a (i) 6-a (ii) 3. In both, the � rst two lines give the AB motif (actu-
ally BA in B21), and the next four express the zoogonic formula.
In B21, the zoogonic formula is followed, without any stronger coor-
dination than a g‹r, by a reiteration of the formula asserting the
self-identity of the � rst principles. It is the same line that occurs
before the AB motif and zoogonic formula at fr. B17.34 and B26.
Its meaning there is quite general and adds little to the under-
standing of the passage. Why not assume the same in the papyrus?
On this view, the papyrus’ �ýssonta will merely be a variant for
y¡onta, a general term of movement, with no more signi� cant sign-
posting than d¡, and comparable to other sameness-in-change for-
mulas, cf. B17.34-5. By de� ating the signi� cance of �ýssonta,
moreover, the reading p‹nthi gains in strength, for we need no
longer manage a transition via [ƒE]n t°i to explain this new type of
movement. Instead, we simply have the same sequence of ideas as
in B21.7-14: alternation of one and many, capacity to generate the
world and its contents, permanence in change.

a (ii) 3-5 At a (ii) 6, the nominative plural [  ]oÜ dƒaÞÇnew prob-
ably indicates the beginning of a new sentence or clause, so that I
will consider 3-5 together. What is to be made of [p]ukn°isin
dÛnhi[sin? M-P understand these tight or compact whirls to be their
strongest evidence in their case for the reign of Strife. While I do
not think this necessarily wrong, I doubt that there is suYcient evi-
dence to reach any conclusions about the line (for one suggestion,
see below), and merely point out that the dÛnh is one of the least
understood features of Empedocles’ system. Indeed, Simplicius quotes
fr. B35 explicitly to prove that there is still a dÛnh under Love, in
De Caelo, CAG 7, 528.3-530.26, Heiberg, whereas Aristotle seems
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to assume that under complete Strife it no longer exists or has any
eVect, De Caelo, 295a30-3. Equally important is that at fr. B17.25,
in the miniature hymn to Love, Empedocles overtly describes Love
herself as whirling, either among mortals or the elements: t¯n <sc.
Love> oë tiw metŒ toÝsin ¥lissom¡nhn ded‹hke / ynhtòw �n®r, a pas-
sage often overlooked in discussions of the whirl.34)

a (ii) 6-8 As suggested above, [ ]oÜ dƒ aÞÇnew probably marks the
opening of a new sentence, one that either ends at a (ii) 8 or takes
a strong break, since the opening of the next line, [oé]te gŒr ±¡liñw,
appears to open a parenthesis to explain it. If M-P are right to
interpret the previous three lines as an allusion to the reign of Strife,
then their [poll]oÜ dƒ aÞÇnew, many generations, could refer to the dura-
tion of the close-packed whirls. Instead of this, however, and here is
where their interpretation begins to err seriously, at 194 they sug-
gest that since metab°nai is the verb used to describe the transmi-
gration of the soul in later authors, the reference in question here
is to the souls, which, qua particles of Love, are moving back to
the center of the cosmos. While granting that this is of a piece with
their retention of the ‘we’ at a (i) 6 and a (ii) 17, closer attention
to context should have kept matters in perspective: the subject of
these lines, as over the previous forty lines, remains the � rst prin-
ciples and their ability to generate the world. If so, the verb is prob-
ably better understood as conveying some physical or cosmological
lore, as in B35.9-11, or again B35.14-5.35) Speci� cally, I point out
that ¤jebeb®ke from B35.11, which describes the action of Strife
leaving the elements, closely recalls metab°n!a[i, except that in the
papyrus the verb will apply to the elements. Closer still, the phrases
tŒ prÜn m‹yon �y‹natƒ eänai and diall‹janta keleæyouw from B35.14
and 15 respectively, which describe the passage of the elements from
unmixed to mixed states, seem more than adequate to justify tak-
ing metab°n !a[i as a description of the movement of the elements.
Indeed, based upon these lines and their sequel at DK B 35.16, I

34) It does not � gure in L. Perilli’s chapter on Empedocles in La teoria del vor-
tice nel pensiero antico (Pisa 1996), a serious omission.

35) For B35.9-11 see apparatus to line a (ii) 7. B35.14-5: aäca d¢ yn®tƒ ¤fæonto,
tŒ prÜn m‹yon �y‹natƒ eänai / zvr‹ te tŒ prÛn �krhta, diall‹janta keleæyouw.
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would go so far as to suggest the following restoration to the sec-
ond half of a (ii) 7:

[prÜn] toætvn metab°n !a[i ¤w ¦ynea murÛa ynhtÇn]36)

If, as I suggest, the subject of these lines remains cosmological,
then perhaps their point was that while the � rst-principles underlie
all life, as stressed in the zoogonic formula, a (i) 8-a (ii) 2, they
also have a ‘cosmic life’ of their own, lasting many ages before they
grow into mortals, ‘driven away from themselves’, cf. B22.3.37) As
seems likely on general compositional principles, the lines between
the two identical(?) verses a (ii) 3 and a (ii) 8 form a group, this
group could stand as an antithesis to or quali� cation of the life-
generating capacities of the � rst-principles asserted in the zoogonic
formula: in addition to their time as living creatures or cosmic phe-
nomena, the elements also ‘lie fallow’ for many eons, without form-
ing any compounds.

a (ii) 9-14 This and the next section are the most important in
establishing the idea of a negation of the current order of things.
The most important line in this respect is a (ii) 13, where we learn
that ‘the earth runs’, but a (ii) 9 [oë]te gŒr ±¡liow, probably coor-
dinated with a (ii) 11 [oë]te ti tÇn �llvn, most likely convey a sim-
ilar idea. Given the better preservation of a (ii) 12-4, it will be
best to start at the end of the section, and then come back to the
opening verses.

I begin by ignoring M-P’s sfaÝra, since there is nothing to sup-
port it beyond � tting the meter. Doing so, however, means that a
(ii) 14 becomes much less intelligible, so that the place to begin is

36) Cf. B35.16 tÇn d¡ te misgom¡nvn xeÝtƒ ¦ynea murÛa ynhtÇn. On the meter,
M-P 195: “Notons en� n que, pour que le vers présente une césure au troisième
pied, il faut que la syllabe � nale de metab°na[i s’abrège. Le mot qui suivait com-
mencait donc par une voyelle, brève en l’occurrence.” On ¤w as a good Empedoclean
form, cf. B 35.1, 112.7, 115.10, 128.7. 

37) For further details, see Ultimate Symmetry, 36-8, where fr. B22 is discussed.
This is perhaps also to be linked with fr. B2.3 DK, paèron dƒ ¤n zv°si bÛou m¡row
�yr°santew, where mortals are faulted for ‘� xing their gaze on the small part of
life in the living’, by which Empedocles perhaps means the short span the eter-
nal elements spend in living creatures. 
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line a (ii) 13, gaÝ[(!a) . . .] !‹th y¡ei, ‘the earth runs’. The word fol-
lowing gaÝ(a), is most likely an adjective. The lacuna indicates a
space of three letters, but the meter requires two shorts. Instead of
[�b] !‹th, adopted by the editors at the suggestion of G. Most, I pro-
pose gaÝ(a) [êp]!‹th, ‘the earth runs uppermost’ (i.e. is highest).38)
For the end of the line, [êp] !‹th requires a genitive of respect, eas-
ily supplied by the conjecture ±e !l[Ûoio].

The radical idea that the sun, i.e. the element � re, can � nd it-
self beneath the element earth, which here runs, another property
usually associated with the sun, powerfully illustrates the world’s
potential topsy-turvydom. It is an adunaton that confounds mortal
expectations, comparable to the solar eclipse in Archilochus, #122
in West, Elegi et Iambi Graeci, 2nd ed. It is also well attested for
Empedocles, in the fragments and in the doxography. The closest
comparison in the fragments comes from ensemble b 2/fr. B76.3 
¦nyƒ öcei xyñna xrvtòw êp¡rtata naiet‹ousan, where Empedocles
appears to be arguing that the elements can be arrayed in a num-
ber of diVerent ways, and illustrating this by reference to animals
with the ‘hard parts’ on the outside (i.e. earth), and the soft (i.e.
water) on the inside, such as mussels, sea-snails, tortoises, and horned
stags.39) This would be in contrast to most other animals, whose
bones are surrounded by soft � esh, but perhaps also the current
cosmos, with earth or the hard parts at the center, surrounded by
liquids and other ‘softer’ outer layers. Another instance of this gen-
eral notion, but referring to the inversion of � re and earth, is prob-
ably what lies behind fr. B52, stating that ‘there are many � res
burning beneath the earth’, and placed by DK alongside fragments
B53 and 54, where Empedocles describes the aither reaching down
into the earth. Lastly, the idea that the earth, or some part of it,
at some point rests atop � re is strongly implicit in ensemble d, frag-

38) Although the elision of the � nal A in gaÝa would be required by grammar
and the meter, the available space, along with a faint trace of that elided A before
the lacuna, indicate that the letter was in the text. To explain this, it is necessary
therefore to postulate a probable instance of scriptio plena, as in M-P’s own sup-
plement, see 200 and 17. As in the other cases reported by M-P, the scriptio plena
I posit here would have been intended to aid the intelligibility of the manuscript. 

39) M-P 141 with commentary. As such I think this strengthens the case for
the proximity of ensemble b to a, as argued by the editors, 108.
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ment B62 and Inwood fr. 40 (= fr. A49a DK), where � re bursts
out from the central mixture to rush up into the heavens.

While that is already good support for such a notion, the dox-
ography provides us with even more compelling evidence. From
Aetius 2.7.6 (= DK 31 fr. A35) we learn that: ‘Empedocles said
that the elements do not stand [i.e. one place] for all time, nor are
their positions de� ned, but that they all take each others’ place in
turn.’ From Achilles, Isagoga, 4 p. 34, 20 V., ed. Maas, an introduc-
tion to Aratus, we are told even more speci� cally that: ‘Empedocles
does not assign de� nite positions to the elements, but says they give
way to one another, so that the earth is carried into the upper
regions and � re down to the lowest places.’40) This is clear and
unambiguous, and all the more compelling for its direct reference
to the inversion of earth and � re. Lastly, for the sake of even greater
clari� cation of the concept involved, I cite a testimonium from John
Philoponus, in his Commentary on Aristotle’s Physics (CAG XVI) p. 261,
17 V.:

Empedocles says that it is through chance that air obtained the upper
region. For all things being previously mixed together in the Sphere,
once they had been separated by Strife, each was carried into the
place it now is, not by providence, but as it chanced. And indeed,
he says concerning the upward movement of the air:

for thus it chanced to be running then, but often otherwise (fr. B53
DK)

For at present the water is above the earth, but at another time, if
it so happened in another world-formation, when once again the
world arises from the Sphere, it would obtain another disposition and
place.41)

This last evidence illustrates its point by reference to earth and
water (a link to DK 76/ensemble b?), not � re and earth, but it 

40) I give the Greek text in the apparatus to line a (ii) 13.
41) ô goèn ƒEmpedokl°w �pò tæxhw fhsÜ tòn �¡ra t¯n �nv xÅran kateilhf¡nai:

sugkexum¡nvn gŒr öntvn p‹ntvn ‘ma ¤n tÒ SfaÛrÄ prñteron, diakriy¡nta êpò toè
NeÛkouw §kaston ¤nexy°nai eÞw tòn tñpon ¤n Ú nèn ¦stin, oék �pò pronoÛaw, �llƒ
÷pvw ¦tuxe. l¡gei goèn perÜ t°w toè �¡row ¤pÜ tò �nv kin®sevw:

oìtv gŒr sun¡kurse y¡vn tot¡, poll‹ki dƒ �llvw
nèn m¢n gŒr êp¢r t¯n g°n eänai tò ìdvr, �llote dƒ eÞ tæxoi ¤n ¥t¡r& kosmopoiÛ&, ²nÛka
p‹lin �pò toè SfaÛrou gÛnetai kñsmow, �llhn tinŒ t‹jin kaÜ tñpon �polabeÝn.
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nevertheless gives a much clearer statement of the possibility of vari-
ation from one world to the next. As such, it supports not only the
speci� c point at hand, but is the clearest statement from the ancient
evidence for a distinction, on Empedocles’ part, between the eter-
nal sameness of the alternation of one and many, and the varia-
tion between mortal worlds, each of which, it seems, contains some
measure of historical accident. If this is correct, then Empedocles’
cosmic cycle was quite diVerent from the Stoic cycle, to which it
is often compared, and which is eternally the same in all regards.

Proceeding now from m¢n gŒr gaÝ( !a) [êp] !‹th y¡ei ±e!l[Ûoio], which
I take to be fairly secure, we are better able to consider the remain-
ing material. If the point of a (ii) 13 remains a general one, as
perhaps indicated by the use of the present tense, then for the open-
ing of that same verse, the supplement [kaÜ po]t¡ ‘and even some-
times’, with its implied rebuke of mortal expectations, might give
better sense than M-P’s [d¯ tñ]te.

As for a (ii) 14, the suggested genitive ±e !l[Ûoio] gives reason to
posit another genitive opening the line, hence [tÇn te (?)], and for
this one may compare DK B75.1 and DK B23.10 (quoted in the
apparatus). That in turn, with its implication of a quanti� cation of
some sort, encourages me to read the preserved sequence toshn as
a more Empedoclean-looking phrase, tñs(a) ·n d¯, rather than 
M-P’s tƒ ÷shn.42) For the end of the line, M-P suggest t[ekm®rasyai(?)]
based on Aratus, Phaenomena, 932. That would yield:

13 [kaÜ po]t¢ m¢n gŒr gaÝ( !a) [êp] !‹th y¡ei ±el[Ûoio]
14 [tÇn te], tñsƒ ·n d¯, ka[Û n]un ¤pƒ �ndr‹si t[ekm®rasyai(?)]

‘For even sometimes the earth runs atop the sun, as well as the oth-
ers (i.e. the elements), as many as were at that time, and <which>
men may now discern by indications.’43)

42) A good parallel for that is found no further than a (i) 8, ¤j Ïn p‹nt(a) ÷sa
tƒ ·n ÷sa tƒ ¤st(Ü) ÷ sa tƒ ¦ssetƒ ôp$Ûssv. The reading tƒ ÷shn, moreover, is rather
irregular, since it preserves the t before a rough breathing, as M-P themselves rec-
ognize, 203. 

43) Some type of reasoning from clues to form inferences might be meant, as
can be seen by comparison to lines a (ii) 25 ÷s[s]a te nèn ¦ti loipŒ p¡lei toætoio
t[ñkoio(?),] and d 14 [tÇn kaÜ (?) n]èn ¦ti leÛcana d¡rketai ±Åw. The line might
look ahead to fr. B21, where the elements are shown as the main ingredients in
the world-bodies.
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But again the line is quite mutilated, so that I also put before read-
ers the following possibility:

14 [p�sa], tñsƒ ·n d¯ ka[Û n]un ¤pƒ �ndr‹si t[hleyñvsa]

‘. . . [earth] . . . all of it, as much as was then, and now � ourishing
in the age of men.’

M-P’s t[ekm®rasyai] has merit, but allows them to ignore a good
Empedoclean verb, thley‹ein ‘to bloom’ or ‘� ourish’. In epic the
verb mostly appears in the participle and at the end of the line, e.g.
Il. 22.423 or 23.142, but its most famous instance is Il. 6.148-9,
the comparison between the generations of men and the leaves
which a � ourishing wood grows, ìlh  / thleyñvsa fæei. Empedocles
uses the verb twice in the extant fragments, both in the participle
and at the end of the line. In DK 112.7 ¤w �stea thley‹onta, it is
applied metaphorically to cities, in fragment #152.2 Wright/Inwood
#85 more directly to plants or trees. For a position at the end of
line 14, the meter is best satis� ed by the feminine singular of the
aorist participle, as in Il. 6.149, which form would be governed by
the noun gaÝ(a). On the model of a (i) 8, the conjecture [p�sa],
equally possible in terms of space, would also support reading toshn
as the correlative clause tñs(h) ·n d®. As a notion, the ‘� ourishing
earth’ can be compared to B 27.2, where Empedocles speaks of the
aàhw l‹sion m¡now ‘the shaggy might of the earth.’44)

Proceeding from that, I oVer some further suggestions for the
interpretation of a (ii) 9-12. For a (i) 11 [oë]te ti tÇn �llvn, a
comparison with fr. B38.2 suggests: [oë]te ti tÇn �llvn [÷sa nèn
¤sorÇmen ‘panta].

As for a (ii) 12, M-P’s �ýss]ei remains debatable, since that
speci� c verb depends more on the hypothesis of the domination of
Strife than its occurrence at a (ii) 3 and 8. In fact, the participle

44) In both cases, the only diYculty is the imperfect tense of eänai. But as B35
shows, Empedocles tends to use present tenses to depict eternal or iterative activ-
ity in the cycle (or often simply in the main clause), while using past tenses to
denote actions which precede it, or are subordinate to it, considered in a shorter
linear sequence. B35.5, gives, in the present tense, the main idea of the fragment,
¤n t°i d¯ t‹de p‹nta sun¡rxetai ©n mñnon eänai, whereas the detailed description of
Love’s expansion and Strife’s retreat features ¦sthke, ¦ruke, ¤j¡sthken, ¤n¡mimne,
¤jebeb®kei, ktl., see M-P 209.
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metall‹sso !n[t(a) suggests instead that what we have here is some-
thing close to the theme of ‘constancy in change’, cf. fr. B17.6,
17.12, 17.34, a (ii) 3 and a (ii) 8. The participle �ll‹ssonta here
is identical to those instances, and in the same position as in B17.6
and 17.12, with only the pre� x meta- being new. Unlike there, how-
ever, at a (ii) 12 Empedocles seems to be stressing ‘change’ rather
than continuity. This might drive us back to M-P’s interpretation,
but a better parallel expressing the idea of change in general is fr.
B26.1 ¤n d¢ m¡rei krat¡ousi periplom¡noio kækloio. Based upon that,
I propose [�l] #l#a metall‹sso!n[ta krat]#e $Ý kæklv $i[, which when taken
with a (ii) 13, also has the advantage of restoring a coherent
sequence of thought to the passage: the picture of the earth run-
ning atop the sun would serve as an illustration of the general point
that all the elements have their turn at dominance, here rendered
quite concretely as a vertical strati� cation.

a (ii) 15-17 These three lines are where in my view M-P’s edition
proves most unsatisfactory. Here again is M-P’s text and translation:

15 [Íw dƒ a] %ëtvw t‹d[e p]‹nta diƒ �ll®lvn [te y¡esken(?)]
16 [k�llo]uw t(e) �ll[(a) áka] !n!e !tñpouw plag[xy¡ntƒ ÞdÛouw te(?)]
17 [aéy‹dh(?):] !m !es‹touw tƒ[eÞsh] !rxñmeyƒ ©n !m ñnon eänai.

‘And in just the same way all these things (i.e. the elements) were
running through one another and, having been driven away, each of
them reached diVerent and peculiar places, self-willed; and we were
coming together in the middle places, so as to be only one.’ 

According to M-P, the lines describe the � nal moments before Strife
breaks the cosmos apart, 188-9:

Un détail permet de préciser que l’état décrit à la � n du passage ne
constitue pas encore le sommet de la di‹lusiw kñsmou, qui ne dure
d’ailleurs qu’un bref instant, selon D. O’Brien: il est explicitement sig-
nalé en a (ii) 15 que les éléments continuent à s’entrecroiser dans
leur course, t‹d[e p]‹nta diƒ �ll®lvn [te y¡esken(?)]. Nous croyons
donc que les dernières lignes décrivent, non le point extrême de la
di‹lusiw kñsmou, mais la dernière étape du mouvement qui y con-
duit: sous la pression forte de la Haine, les mélanges se défont, libérant
en tous sens les éléments, qui se croisent une dernière fois pour rejoin-
dre les lieux distincts qui leur sont assignés, comme le précise a (ii)
16, [k�llo]uw . . . tñpouw . . . [ÞdÛouw te (?)].
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This interpretation relies upon three moves. The � rst is context,
that is, the interpretation of a (ii) 3-17 as a description of increas-
ing Strife. The second is the decision to let the personal verb 
[ ] !rxñmey(a) stand as transmitted, rather than emend it to the 
participle. While the burden of proof naturally rests with whoever
would change it, I do not think it is as heavy as M-P reckon. Their
third move, contingent upon the � rst two, is the identi� cation of
this ‘we’ with Love. M-P base this rather hypothetical identi� cation
upon the ‘retreat’ of Love under the reign of Strife, which they pic-
ture as a � ight to the center of the cosmos, 90-5. My criticisms
here center on their second move, the retention of the reading
] !rxñmey(a) at a (ii) 17. As for the third, if I am correct about the
second, there is no third.

The surviving ] !rxñmey(a) is the only conjugated(?) verb in the pas-
sage, and hence of importance in reconstructing the three lines. The
obvious supplement is suner]xñmey(a), on the model of other ‘A’
lines from the AB motif. Its position in the center of the line, more-
over, conforms to all other Empedoclean uses of the verb, which,
when combined with the line ending ©n !m[ñnon eänai], make it an
almost certain addition to the list of uni� cation formulas. But M-P,
having made up their minds that the passage describes the triumph
of Strife, and restored other verbs in a past tense on the weakly
supported áka] !n !e at a (ii) 16, overlook this connection. In fact,
proper emphasis on the thematic resonance of each line should have
served as a corrective to their overwrought interpretation. For once
this link has been made for a (ii) 17, it is clear that its ‘B’ coun-
terpart in the motif, the line describing plurality and separation, is
what we must have at line a (ii) 16.

Although somewhat less obvious than for a (ii) 17, the mention
of wandering to other or separate places is naturally linked to the
idea of separation, as expressed for example in fr. B21.7, ¤n d¢ KñtÄ
di‹morfa kaÜ �ndixa p‹nta p¡lontai. The most obvious hypothesis
for the interpretation of lines a (ii) 17 and 18 therefore is that they
are yet another instance of the AB motif of alternation, albeit here
in BA form, as at B21.7-8.45)

45) Although M-P are aware of both lines’ link to this motif, they believe that
the personal form of the verb at line a (ii) 16, combined with their interpretation
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Thus, I propose:

15 [Íw dƒ a] !ëtvw t‹d[e p]‹nta diƒ �ll®lvn [y¡ei aÞeÛ]
16 [�llo]uw t(e) �ll[ote �l] !l !a tñpouw plag[xy¡nta §kasta]
17 [�llote ’n] !m!es‹touw !t[e sune] !rxñmenƒ ©n !m[ñnon eänai]

‘In just this way all of these always run through one another, at one
time each of them diVerent, wandering apart to diVerent places, at
another coming together in the central [places] to be only one.’ 

For a (ii) 15, y¡ei is suggested on the model of B17.34, there in
the participial form, here in the present tense, as at a (ii) 13. To
complete the line, I suggest aÞeÛ, as at B108. At a (ii) 16, the lacuna
of the third and fourth feet can be supplemented with �ll[ote �l]!l !a,
which occur in exactly the same metrical position at B17.35.46) As
for the end of the line, I propose plag[xy¡nta §kasta] on compar-
ison with B17.8 (= B26.6), and ensemble c 6/fr. B20.5. For line a
(ii) 17, [�llote] is supported by the identi� cation of the line as an
instance of the uni� cation motif ‘A’, where it occurs at the open-
ing of the verse, e.g. at fr. B17.7.

The most important diYculty remains what to make of t[. . .] !rxñ-
mey(a) at a (ii) 17. Unlike the other two instances of this new read-
ing, a (i) 6 and c 3, no correction of it was made by the second
hand. M-P take this to mean none was needed. Against them, I
think that the possibility of emending the verb to sune]rxñmenƒ, as
indicated by the second hand in the other two instances, is quite
good: a mere three lines later, a (ii) 20 describes the uni� cation of
the cosmos under Love as impersonally as ever, and with no men-
tion of ‘we’.

of the general context, allow them to forgo this more obvious route. The result is
that, while they do link a (ii) 17 to Strife, they blithely overlook line a (ii) 16’s
link to the uni� cation theme, and refuse to associate the two lines as part of the
theme of alternation, in their terminology “un balancement”, 94 note 4: 
“La forme eÞsh] !rxñmeyƒ de a (ii) 17 n’a pas retenu l’attention du correcteur, parce
qu’elle est utilisée seule, en dehors d’un balancement; elle échappe par conséquent
à tout reproche en matière de parallélisme.”

46) Although M-P tentatively read the two poorly preserved letters following
the lacuna as NE, they are also compatible with LA. Also, since I take the t(e) of
that line as coordinating the subordination of two paired participial clauses, there
is no need to posit a crasis of kaÜ and �llouw opening the line, a space anyway
more suited to four letters, as in [Íw dƒ a]!ëtvw in the previous line.
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This reconstruction has the following advantages over that of 
M-P. It preserves the thematic continuity of fr. B17 and ensemble a
in terms of subject-matter and compositional principles, does not
disrupt the general present-tense exposition, and does not require us
to suppose that Empedocles had given speci� cations before it con-
cerning demon-lore (as do M-P 92-3). Further, this reconstruction
meshes better with Empedocles’ doctrine of the cosmic cycle, in
particular by elucidating the diYcult lines B17.3-5. For taken together,
the three lines specify the double manner in which the ‘running
through one another’ of the � rst principles occurs. At one time, it
results from the drive to separation, at another the pull to uni� cation.
Thus, yet again, we � nd that both processes of uni� cation and sep-
aration produce the middle spectrum within which mortal life is
possible.47)

The most drastic departure from M-P is the decision to emend
the verb of a (ii) 17 into the participial form of the indirect tex-
tual tradition. According to M-P, the strongest argument for pre-
serving the new variant is the fact that it is not an isolated instance,
but one of three identical variants in the same verb. Despite that,
and some further arguments advanced by M-P and now Laks48) I
hope that the construction of a plausible alternative does away with
the need to refute their arguments point by point. While I am skep-
tical that a precise explanation for the three thêtas can be given, the
most likely explanation is that they simply represent a systematic
error of some sort, either a hypercorrection, or a crude misunder-
standing.49) This need not, in turn, imply that its corrections are all

47) For my interpretation of these lines, with bibliography, see Ultimate Symmetry
22-8.

48) M-P sum up their disussion on the point at p. 93: “Il est temps de porter
un jugement sur la valeur de la leçon eÞsh] !rxñmeyƒ en a (ii) 17, des variantes
sun erxñmeyƒ en c 3 et sunerxñ]meyƒ en a (i) 6. Nous pensons que, dans les trois
cas, la 1e personne du pluriel représente la leçon authentique, remontant à Empédocle.
Deux considérations nous incitent à privilégier cette dernière hypothèse: d’abord,
le fait qu’en a (ii) 17 l’indicatif eÞsh]!rxñmeyƒ n’ait donné lieu à aucune addition
supralinéaire de la part d’une 2e main et que la syntaxe interdise pratiquement
d’installer à sa place, par voie de conjecture, un participe; ensuite, le fait qu’en 
c 3 l’indicatif sun erxñmeyƒ oVre une issue, sinon facile, du moins acceptable, à
l’incongruité syntaxique du texte transmis par la transmission indirecte.” For crit-
icisms of M-P’s attempt to take all three readings together, and a more sensible
defense of the thêtas, see Laks, Reading the Readings.

49) See Osborne, Rummaging 346, and Mansfeld & Algra, Three Thêtas 80-1.
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necessarily well thought through.50) Especially if the copyists’ mis-
take was of a systematic or mechanical kind, this would invite a
mechanical and unre� ecting style of correction, particularly over a
long stretch of text. In other words, the second hand caught the
mistake at a (i) 6 and c 3, but a (ii) 17 escaped his notice.

Conclusion

The alternate reconstruction and interpretation advanced here
shows the viability of the participial form sunerxñmen(a) at lines 
a (i) 6, a (ii) 17 (and indirectly at c 3) and further weakens the
case for retaining the three thêtas.

On the level of doctrine, the material from the papyrus helps
con� rm the traditional, ‘symmetrical’ picture of the cosmic cycle,
� rst advanced by Panzerbieter (1844). Beyond that, however, the
new material does not in all points con� rm the most detailed recon-
struction of the cycle on traditional lines, that of O’Brien in ECC.
In particular, if my restoration of line a (ii) 13, is sound, the new
material reinforces doxographic evidence for the role for chance in
the cosmic cycle. According to these sources, which modern schol-
arship on Empedocles has generally ignored, Empedocles’ cosmic
cycle did not consist of a completely identical pattern of recurring
events, as in the later Stoic doctrine of the cosmic cycle. The alter-
nation of One and Many, the Sphairos, Love, Strife and the four
elements, all these will have been eternally the same; everything
else, including the relative position of the four elements from world
to world, was left to chance. If correct, this is an important and
novel contribution to our understanding of Empedocles’ cosmic cycle,
and brings out more clearly than ever Empedocles’ close aYnities
with the ancient Atomists.

Empedocles’ cosmic lottery, and if I am correct, I see no other
way of describing it, is reminiscent of the great dasmñw which
Poseidon describes at Iliad 15.187 V., whereby the three eldest sons

50) E.G. Turner, Greek Papyri, an Introduction (Oxford 1965, reprint 1980), 93:
“But several of our surviving papyrus manuscripts, and especially those that are
beautifully written, contain such serious un-noted errors that it is clear their proof-
reading was of a summary, super� cial kind, if done at all. This phenomenon has
long been known to palaeographers and textual critics.”
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of Kronos received their shares of the world. Here the only diVerence
is that the lots are cast anew each turn of the cycle, and the ele-
ment-gods (cf. B6) do not keep their dominions once and for all.
The inspiration for this novelty may well have been the democra-
cies of Empedocles’ day, where sortition was the favored means of
mediating the competing claims of diVerent but equal individuals.51)
The locus classicus for this notion in Empedocles is B17.27-9, where
the � rst principles resemble nothing so much as citizens of a cos-
mic democracy:

taèta gŒr äs‹ te p‹nta kaÜ ´lika g¡nnan ¦asi,
tim°w dƒ �llhw �llo m¡dei, p‹ra dƒ ·yow ¥k‹stvi,
¤n d¢ m¡rei krat¡ousi periplom¡noio xrñnoio.

‘For all of these are both equals and coevals,
and each guards his privileges, each has his own character,
but they rule in turns as time revolves.’

University of Massachusetts at Boston,
Department of Classics
McCormack Hall 4/426
simon.trepanier@utoronto.ca

51) On this background, see G. Vlastos’ classic paper Equality and Justice in early
Greek Cosmologies, Classical Philology (1947), 156-78, reprinted, with some changes,
in Studies in Greek Philosophy: Volume I. The Presocratics, ed. D.W. Graham (Princeton
1993), 57-88.


